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ABSTRACT

In online deliberation systems, self-selection can amplify
confirmation bias and cyberpolarization, producing “echo
chambers” where initial biases are reinforced rather than
explored and resolved. This paper presents DebateCAFE
v1.0, a prototype platform that introduces a novel incentive
mechanism to encourage participants to articulate
persuasive arguments on both sides of an issue. It uses a
combination of uncertainty sampling and collaborative
filtering to mitigate bias from selective exposure and
highlight/rank the persuasive arguments. DebateCAFE v1.0
assigns a score to each participant based on the lower of the
Wilson scores of the two arguments entered. To evaluate
performance, we used the topic of “Apple (personal privacy)
vs. FBI (national security).” Initial results demonstrate the
capacity of the system to measure and discourage selective
exposure bias without relying on human moderation. We
report results from a study with 94 participants who entered
170 arguments on both sides and provided 1754 peer-topeer ratings on the persuasiveness of the arguments.
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INTRODUCTION

Online deliberation systems support structured discussion
and debate among participants to reach informed decisions
that usually involve complex issues and difficult trade-offs
[9, 23, 42, 43, 45]. Compared with face-to-face public
deliberation, online deliberation has the potential to enable
wider participation in civic engagement opportunities and
to facilitate group decision-making and problem solving
[39].
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One potential drawback of such platforms is selective
exposure, when participants seek out confirming
information and resist changing their opinions. A number
of studies acknowledge this issue [1, 7, 10, 14, 21, 28, 29,
34, 37]. Knoblock-Westerwich and Meng show in an
experiment that participants are inclined to view articles
that are consistent with their own position disregarding the
target issue, with 36% more reading time [21]. Salehi et al.
found that the decentralizing characteristics of the internet
can restrict the discussion to a narrow path in collective
intelligence systems [37]. Due to such inherent bias, a small
set of initial users with similar positions can dominate
discussion, skew the ratings of arguments and eventually
reduce the effectiveness of online deliberation. Therefore,
greater care is needed when designing such systems to
increase awareness of alternative perspectives [5]. Novel
approaches have been explored in platforms such as
Consider.it [24] and the Deliberatorium [20]. However as
the number of participants grows, these frameworks can
place a significant burden on human moderators. Novel
online deliberation platforms are needed to automate and/or
assist the moderation task of filtering out valuable items at
scale while mitigating selective exposure bias.
We present the Debate Collaborative Assessment and
Feedback Engine (DebateCAFE v1.0), a new platform that
seeks to mitigate selective exposure bias with an interface
that scales to a large number of participants. DebateCAFE
collects quantitative feedback to speculate the initial
position of participants, encourages participants to enter
convincing arguments on both sides of an issue, and rate
the persuasiveness of other participants’ arguments.
Determining the persuasiveness of the argument is
crowdsourced with peer-to-peer ratings, as participants are
shown peer arguments (based on an uncertainty sampling
algorithm). Participants then receive points for the
persuasiveness of their weakest argument. The combination
of arguing both sides and a sampling interface avoids
allowing a small set of initial participants with similar
positions to dominate discussion (a problem highlighted by
Salganik [38])
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Figure 1: DebateCAFE v1.0 mobile interface screenshots. The Initial Bias Assessment phase asks Likert scale questions to assess
initial bias of each participant and displays the results with histograms based on all previous participants. The platform then
requests input of two adversarial arguments followed by a graphical display to collect peer-to-peer numerical evaluation of the
arguments from other participants.

DebateCAFE uses Collaborative Filtering (CF), an
approach widely adopted by companies such as Amazon
and Netflix to recommend products. CF allows
DebateCAFE to scale to an expanding population of
participants and process unstructured textual data on
subjective access (i.e., how persuasive is this argument).
While collaborative filtering is effective in bringing some
structure to lists of items by assigning reputation scores,
this should be coupled with incentive mechanisms and an
interface design that helps to avoid the biases of selective
exposure [5].

(i.e., Apple Inc.) should cooperate with government (i.e.,
FBI) requests to have backdoor access to encrypted
information technologies. We report data and system
performance from a preliminary study with 94 (anonymized
university) students who entered 170 arguments on both
sides and conducted 1754 peer-to-peer ratings of the
persuasiveness of arguments. Results offer valuable
insights into platform mechanism design. However,
because the participants reflect a narrow demographic (i.e.,
university students), results may not be reflective of the
general population.

This paper explores a case study on the issue of “Apple vs.
FBI,” inspired by the debate of whether private companies

The paper is structured as follows: we first evaluate the
current state of online deliberation platforms, summarize

the design choices that mitigate selective exposure, and
survey the theory of incentive to aid the design of our
platform. Then we describe the interface and algorithm
design of DebateCAFE, in response to the shortcomings of
the existing platforms. Finally, we present results from a
user study on the “Apple vs. FBI” issue to measure
selective exposure and validate the efficacy of the platform.
RELATED WORK
Online Deliberation Platforms

With growing numbers of researchers and government
officials recognizing the effectiveness of public
deliberation, many online deliberation platforms have been
created [6, 8, 13, 16, 17, 20, 24]. The Deliberatorium
structures input into issues/problems, ideas/solutions, and
for/against arguments [20]. Chilton et al. introduced a
collaborative application, Frenzy, to gather the entire
program committee for conference session-creation [8].
This crowd-sourced approach significantly reduced the
time needed to make a conference program. Kriplean et al.
developed a plug-and-play platform called Consider.it,
which enables participants to view and articulate arguments
on a linear scale of a particular issue. Participants are
exposed to pro/con arguments and are encouraged to adopt
arguments they find persuasive and articulate pro/con
points [24]. Consider.it then requests participants to
position themselves on a linear scale to reflect their stand
on the issue. Debategraph is another deliberation tool that
visually organizes complex debates into graphs, where each
node represents an argument and each edge reflects
arguments’ relationship [3]. Participants are encouraged to
provide evidence for each sub-argument. While these
platforms are valuable in organizing arguments and
collecting feedback, arguments on both sides can be greatly
lopsided and the large volume of textual arguments makes
it difficult for these systems to harvest valuable insights.
DebateCAFE seeks to balance the number of arguments on
contradicting viewpoints and uses collaborative filtering to
tackle the scale issue. DebateCAFE further introduces a
scoring mechanism to incentivize persuasive arguments on
both sides.
Selective Exposure

Despite the growing number online deliberation platforms,
a major challenge that reduces their effectiveness is
selective exposure. Sears and Freedman describe selective
exposure as: “People prefer exposure to ideas that agree
with their pre-existing opinions” [41]. An inherent
characteristic of the internet is the freedom to select from a
range of content. However, this freedom enlarges the
concern that individuals only view information that aligns
with their personal attitudes. Research has shown that
people differ in their willingness to be exposed to adverse
information, especially political content [35, 40, 44] and
that exposure to online content is tailored by algorithms,
creating what Pariser refers to as “filter bubbles” that limit
exposure to divergent viewpoints [33]. This phenomenon of
unbalanced exposure could largely hinder people from
making rational and informed decisions and can impede

political tolerance [22]. To mitigate selective exposure,
Graells-Garrido et al. built a platform that mixes a visual
interface and a recommender algorithm to recommend
politically diverse profiles to each user and found that an
indirect approach in developing systems that reduce user
behavior bias can be beneficial [14]. Gao et al. designed a
social forum interface that displays controversial social
opinions with user reactions to various stances. Results
suggest that showing different stances for each topic and
providing user reactions to each topic can effectively
mitigate selective exposure [11]. However, when the crowd
starts to grow, their interface will rely greatly on
moderators to categorize new insights, which could quickly
become
unwieldy.
Moreover,
directly
revealing
summarization of stances can be intimidating to those users
in the minor group and discourage further participation.
Alternatively, DebateCAFE is designed to mitigate
selective exposure by implementing an uncertaintysampling phase to indirectly encourage participants to view
and rate a subset of arguments for a pair of contradicting
positions, enabling the platform to identify the top
arguments even at scale. While making it easy for
participants to view and articulate adversarial arguments,
the evaluation phase of DebateCAFE also avoids directly
exposing participants to opposing arguments by giving
participants the freedom to choose which sphere (along
with its stance) to click and rate (as shown in Figure 1e).
Collaborative Filtering (CF)

Scaling is another challenge faced by online deliberation
platforms. One approach to handle the scale issue is to
leverage the crowd by collaborative filtering. Collaborative
filtering aggregates subjective ratings provided by humans
to assign a numerical reputation to each item [15]. In many
CF systems, such as Amazon and Netflix, the reputation of
each item is based on the aggregated ratings from a
neighborhood of similar items [30]. CF can also be applied
globally when the reputation of an item depends on the
aggregated ratings from ALL participants, reflecting a
common opinion of the crowd.
Most CF systems adopt a list-based presentation, resulting
in unbalanced exposure of items, where highly rated items
are shown on top [48]. Though the system does not set out
to bias any item, the self-selection nature of humans could
hinder the presentation of new items due to limited
exposure [31]. This can be particularly counterproductive
for online deliberation platforms, where arguments on one
side could have greater exposure, discouraging participants
to articulate and rate arguments with contradicting views.
In DebateCAFE v1.0, we balance the exposure of
arguments by simultaneously displaying a subset with
balanced positions and mixed rankings, permitting the
system to present arguments on both sides equally and
collect feedback on all arguments.
Theory of Incentives

Selective exposure and biased discussion on existing online
deliberation platforms are results of conflicting objectives,

Figure 2: Information flow of DebateCAFE: each participant articulate two arguments for opposing positions of an issue. Other
participants rate the persuasiveness of the two arguments. Then, ratings are aggregated using the Wilson metric and the
persuasive score for the participant is computed as the lower of the two argument scores and is sent back to the participant via
email. In addition, participants are encouraged to rate other arguments on an uncertainty-sampling interface.

where users maximize their persuasiveness on the position
they agree with and the platform wishes to optimize the
persuasiveness of all positions. The theory of incentives
has identified conflicting objectives and decentralized
information as two basic factors that lead to inefficient
outcome [27]. In particular, the principal-agent model is an
abstraction of our use case [11, 18].
In the principal-agent model, the “agent” is able to make
decisions on behalf of the impact of the “principal”, where
both parties (the agent and the principal) have contrary
interests and asymmetric information [4]. Oftentimes, it is
costly for the agent to perform the activities that are useful
to the principal. This model has wide adoption in corporate
management and is a core motivation of contract theory. A
game theory approach of the problem suggests that an
introduction of rules of the game so that the agent interest
coincides with that of the principal can be beneficial [36].
DebateCAFE explores this approach to create additional
rules to incentivize users to provide strong arguments even
for positions they oppose.
PLATFORM DESCRIPTION

In this section, we first describe the user interface of
DebateCAFE. Next we introduce the incentive mechanism
implemented in the platform to encourage participants to
articulate strong arguments for both sides of the issue. At
last, we describe an instance of the platform centered on the
“Apple vs. FBI” issue.
Interface

DebateCAFE guides participants through three stages:
assessment, argument articulation, and peer-to-peer
argument evaluation.

Assessment Phase

Participants first assess their current beliefs of the discussed
issue by rating three Initial Bias Assessment questions (see
the Apple vs. FBI issue section for an example). These
statements should be able to summarize participants’ initial
stance. Participants have the option to skip any question
they choose not to answer by either pressing the skip button
or leaving the response blank (Figure 1b).
Participants are then asked to provide their zip code. We
find zip code to be an informative demographic statistic,
while not being so intrusive as to hinder further
participation in the system. After that, DebateCAFE
displays the histograms of the responses to the three IBAs
so that the participant learns his/her position on these
questions relative to all participants (Figure 1c).
Argument Articulation Phase

In this phase, participants are prompted to formulate their
own arguments in response to the central discussion
question (Figure 1d). Compared with previous CAFE
instances, DebateCAFE is novel in that participants are
prompted to enter two arguments: one for each side. The
interface strongly encourages, but does not require that a
participant fill in both arguments. DebateCAFE also
requests that participants supply their email address so we
can update them with peer-rating scores on their arguments
(explained further in the next section).
Peer-to-Peer Argument Evaluation Phase

Next, participants enter the “discussion space,” a 2D
visualization where other participants’ arguments are
represented by spheres arranged across the space (Figure
1e). This discussion space displays 8 argument spheres at a

time, 4 “pro” and 4 “con” arguments, and the stance of the
argument is labeled on the sphere. Notice the actual
arguments are not displayed in this page and participants
have the freedom to click on whichever arguments they
wish to view. In order to better ensure that all arguments
are seen and rated, DebateCAFE prioritizes the display of
arguments that have high uncertainty in their evaluation
grades. We quantify uncertainty of argument 𝑖 using the
standard error 𝑆𝐸! :
𝑆𝐷(𝑅! )
𝑆𝐸! =
𝑁!
where 𝑅! are a list of ratings for argument 𝑖 and 𝑁! is the
number of ratings argument 𝑖 receives.
The spheres are placed in the 2D space according to the
first two dimensions of a Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) applied to participants’ responses during the
assessment phase [47]. (Skipped questions are assigned the
mean response rating for that question.) Thus spheres that
are closer to the center of the space are provided by more
similar participants in terms of IBAs. Participants then click
on the spheres in the 2D space to read other participants’
arguments. Finally, using a rating interface similar in
design to that used during the assessment phase (Figure 1f),
participants evaluate their peers’ arguments on the question
“How persuasive is this argument?” using a scale from 0
(Not at all Persuasive) to 9 (Extremely Persuasive).
Persuasive Scoring Mechanism

A key challenge of online deliberation platforms is the
conflict of interest between users and the platform, where
users optimize their persuasiveness of their position and the
platform aim to collect valuable arguments for all positions.
To resolve this conflict, DebateCAFE not only provides an
uncertainty-sampling interface in the argument evaluation
phase, but also introduces a “persuasiveness score” for each
participant. We first describe how we compute the score of
each argument and then explain the aggregation procedure.
In crowdsourced rating systems, using the average rating
for assessment is not robust due to small sample size.
Therefore, in DebateCAFE, we calculate argument score
with the lower bound of the binomial proportion confidence
interval (also called the Wilson Score) [46]. Intuitively, this
approach is more robust because it incorporates information
about the uncertainty of the score estimate. For example, an
argument that receives ratings 10, 0 is ranked lower than
one that is rated 5, 5.
Now each participant receives two scores (𝑠! , 𝑠! ) for
his/her two arguments on opposing positions. We adopt the
insights from the theory of incentive to define the overall
persuasiveness of a participant as the minimum of these
two scores min(𝑠! , 𝑠! ). We can view our problem as a
principle-agent problem where the platform is the principal
and users are agents. We assume that users aim to
maximize the persuasiveness of their own position and
providing a strong argument for the opposing position
lowers their utility. Conversely, the platform tries to

optimize argument quality for all positions. Under this
setup, we can derive the utility optimization problem of a
user in the absence of the persuasive score mechanism as:
𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑠. 𝑡.

𝑈!"#$ = 𝑠! − 𝑠!

(1)

𝑠! ∈ [0, 𝑣! ]
𝑠! ∈ [0, 𝑣! ]

where 𝑣! , 𝑣! are the scores of the user’s most persuasive
arguments on the two positions.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that this user
believes in position 1, then (1) simplifies to:
𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑠. 𝑡.

𝑈!"#$ = 𝑠! − 𝑠!

(2)

𝑠! ∈ [0, 𝑣! ]
𝑠! ∈ [0, 𝑣! ]

Therefore, the optimal solution is 𝑠! = 𝑣! and 𝑠! = 0, i.e.,
this user will provide his/her strongest argument for
position 1 and provide his/her weakest argument for
position 2.
Now we introduce the persuasiveness scoring mechanism
and further assume that users gain utility from their overall
persuasiveness. Notice also that there is asymmetric
information since the platform does not know 𝑣! , 𝑣! . If we
let the value of persuasiveness to be 𝜆, then the principalagent model becomes:
𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑠! + 𝑠!

(3)

𝑠. 𝑡.

𝑠! , 𝑠! = arg 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑠! − 𝑠! + 𝜆 ∙ min (𝑠! , 𝑠! )
𝑠! ∈ [0, 𝑣! ]
𝑠! ∈ [0, 𝑣! ]

and each user solves the updated utility optimization
problem as follows:
𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑠. 𝑡.

𝑈 = 𝑠! − 𝑠! + 𝜆 ∙ min (𝑠! , 𝑠! )

(4)

𝑠! ∈ [0, 𝑣! ]
𝑠! ∈ [0, 𝑣! ]

Let’s again assume this user believes in position 1, then we
can simplify (4) to:
𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑠. 𝑡.

𝑈 = 𝑠! − 𝑠! + 𝜆 ∙ 𝑠!

(5)

𝑠! ∈ [0, 𝑣! ]
𝑠! ∈ [0, 𝑣! ]

Now when 𝜆 > 1 , the optimal solution is 𝑠! = 𝑣! and
𝑠! = 𝑣! , i.e., the user will provide his/her strongest
argument for both positions, which aligns with the
incentive of the platform. Notice that even though the value
of 𝜆 is user-specific (as users can have different valuations
on being persuasive), it can be enhanced by additional
mechanism designs. For instance, the platform can limit the
exposure of arguments provided by users with a low
persuasiveness score or having a public leaderboard
showing the most persuasive users. We plan to explore the
impact of these additional designs in the next version of
DebateCAFE.
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Figure 3: (a), (b), (c): Histogram of IBA 1-3 respectively. (d): Plot of IBA2 versus IBA1, color coded by the estimated initial
position of the participant.
The Apple vs. FBI Issue

To evaluate platform performance, we chose the topic of
“Apple vs. FBI.” The issue arose when the FBI requested
that Apple help investigators gain access to an iPhone used
by Syed Rizwan Farook in a December 2015 mass shooting
in San Bernardino, CA [2]. Apple refused the request
because it would require writing new software to bypass
encryption features of the iPhone and would create “the
potential to unlock any iPhone in someone’s physical
possession” [19]. This particular incident attracted public
attention and led to debates on social media platforms and
related online forums. Starting with this incident, the
discussion has expanded to a more general theme of
“personal privacy vs. national security”. We perceive this
issue as a highly complex and controversial topic that may
be clarified through deliberation, allowing the public to
articulate ideas side-by-side.

For this issue, we encourage participants to rate the
following three IBA questions on a 10-point scale from 0
(Strongly Disagree) to 9 (Strongly Agree).
1. I am willing to give up some privacy for increased
security.
2. Personal privacy should be guaranteed by the US
Constitution.
3. There are reasonable arguments on both sides of the
security and privacy debate.
These statements were chosen as they succinctly
summarized participants’ initial stance (pro-Apple vs. proFBI) on digital privacy, as well as their degree of openmindedness to opposing arguments. In the argument
articulation phase, the main discussion question is, “In the
future, should Apple cooperate with FBI requests for
personal data?” To help bootstrap participant's writing, we
pre-populate the textboxes with “Apple should cooperate
because”, and “Apple should not cooperate because.”
Furthermore, in the peer-to-peer argument evaluation phase,

each sphere is labeled either “Apple” or “FBI” to reflect the
stance of the argument.
USER STUDY

In this section, we present results from a preliminary study
of undergraduate students at (anonymized university) who
were assigned to participate in DebateCAFE. The resulting
dataset contains responses from 94 students with 284 IBA
responses, 170 new arguments on both sides and 1754 peerto-peer ratings. Note that the population in this study is not
a representative sample but this informal study provides
insights into the performance of DebateCAFE and
suggestions for future design choices. For analysis purpose,
we scale the raw ratings to 0-1.

respondents, most of whom were university students. They
were more likely to own an Apple product and may be
more skeptical of government agencies. Here we present
the top 3 arguments on both sides of the issue.
Pro-Apple (personal security) arguments:
1.

2.

We first reveal the distribution of the IBA responses and
the initial positions of the participants. Next we present the
top arguments for both positions to evaluate their quality.
After that, we quantify selective exposure and measure the
subsequent biases. Finally we summarize the participant
scores to evaluate the incentive mechanism.
The Initial Bias Assessment Questions

The first two questions provide a rough indication of the
participant’s initial attitude toward the issue and the third
question captures how open the participant is to
deliberation. Figure 3 panels (a), (b) and (c) show the
histogram of each of the three IBAs. The response to IBA1
has a wider spread than IBA2 and IBA3 with a mean at
0.54, indicating people have varied preference in giving up
privacy for security. IBA2 is skewed left suggesting that
most participants value personal privacy and regard it as a
constitutional right. For IBA3, responses are clustered at
0.7-1.0, reflecting an appreciation of arguments on both
sides of an issue.
The relation between IBA1 and IBA2 is interesting. Figure
3(d) shows the scatter plot of IBA2 vs. IBA1. Observe that
most points lie above the y=1-x line, demonstrating that
participants who were not willing to give up privacy for
security had a strong pursuit of personal privacy.
Participants on the top left of the plot were likely to favor
Apple’s position, whereas participants on the bottom right
were likely to favor the FBI. The participants’ initial
estimated positions were determined by the following
metric:
If IBA2 - IBA1 > 0.3, this participant is “pro-Apple”;
If IBA1 - IBA2 > 0.1, this participant is “pro-FBI”;
These criteria were not symmetric because the ratings
received for IBA1 and IBA2 were asymmetric and we
wanted the two groups to have similar number of
participants. This metric resulted in 27 “pro-Apple”
participants, 23 “pro-FBI” participants and 44 “neutral”
participants as shown in three colors in Figure 3 panel (d).
Arguments on Both Sides

Out of a total of 170 arguments, after ranking with the
Wilson metric, 17 of the top 20 were “pro-Apple”
arguments and 3 were “pro-FBI” arguments. This outcome
may be a result of the demographic characteristics of the

3.

Apple should not cooperate because it sets a
dangerous precedent with regard to privacy and the
FBI and other investigative groups. It also has the
potential for issues with the same opening being
exploited by hackers.
Apple should not cooperate because allowing the FBI
access to these systems opens a door that cannot be
closed again at will. Creating a cyber-security
loophole allowing access for the FBI means that
anyone with the technological knowledge can also
exploit this access; a weakness in the fundamental
security creates vulnerability. Our personal
information would be vulnerable to sophisticated
attacks by hackers and terrorists themselves.
Apple should not cooperate because it violates
customer's privacy. If customers do not trust Apple
with their data anymore then sales will drop and
Apple will no longer be relevant in tech. One thing
that the government is asking is to create a backdoor
for a particular OS, which could lead to hackers
exploiting a bug in subsequent OS’s. This is a huge
security red light because Apple does not and should
not knowingly create a backdoor which could lead to
major security concerns in the future.

Pro-FBI (national security) arguments:
1.

2.

3.

Apple should cooperate because it is a small price to
pay for the increased understanding of this terrorist
act.
Apple should cooperate because if there is a little
compromise involved in guaranteeing the security of
the nation, then as a resident and/or citizen of this
nation, people should be willing to make that
compromise.
Apple should cooperate because there is an increased
security risk when they do not cooperate. If potential
terrorist information is on the phones of those like the
San Bernardino shooters, it will jeopardize the entire
safety and security of the United States.

These arguments are rather well articulated with a clear
position and concrete reasoning, demonstrating the
capability of DebateCAFE in harvesting persuasive
arguments for opposing stances. However, argument
duplication is an issue: we observe many arguments
conveying the same idea with slightly different wording.
For example, the top 2 “pro-Apple” arguments both
mention that complying with the FBI’s request could lead
to potential cyber-attack from hackers and the top 2 “proFBI” arguments point out the tradeoff between personal
privacy and increasing national security from terrorist acts.

Clustering
Measuring Selective Exposure

As mentioned earlier, selective exposure is a major concern
for online deliberation platforms, and DebateCAFE is able
to quantify the extent of this behavior. Recall that
DebateCAFE’s peer-to-peer argument evaluation interface
presents 8 arguments covering both sides of an issue. Each
argument is represented by a sphere in the space with a tag
of either “Apple” or “FBI” indicating the position of the
argument. Participants are free to click on any sphere in the
space when they first land on this page. This design enables
us to observe which side of the argument a participant
chooses to view first given his/her initial bias estimated by
the IBAs. 20/27 pro-Apple participants first selected an
argument for “Apple” and 11/23 pro-FBI participates
first selected an argument for “FBI.” Participants were
more inclined to first view an argument for “Apple” despite
their initial position and a greater percentage of pro-Apple
participants were more inclined to first view an argument
that agreed with their position compared to pro-FBI
participants. The difference was, however, not significant.
Furthermore, 25/27 pro-Apple participants and 22/23
pro-FBI participants viewed at least one argument for
the opposing position. This high percentage suggests that
indirectly exposing arguments on both sides via an
uncertainty-sampling interface can prompt participants to
proactively view/rate adversarial arguments.
Articulation Bias

Here we would like to compare the quality of participants’
arguments for and against their initial position (as estimated
from the results of their IBAs). Peer-ratings of argument
persuasiveness reveal that among the pro-Apple
participants who provided rated arguments, only 3/20
had a higher rated argument for “FBI.” However,
among the pro-FBI participants who provided rated
arguments, 8/21 had a higher rated argument for
“FBI.” Some participants did not provide arguments and
some arguments were not rated. Results indicate that proApple participants were less likely to articulate persuasive
arguments for the opposing view, while pro-FBI
participants had little trouble crafting persuasive arguments
for the opposing view, but the difference is not significant.
Peer Rating Bias

We received 1754 valid peer ratings, among which 851
rated “pro-FBI” arguments and 903 rated “pro-Apple”
arguments. By adopting the Welch two-sample t-test, with
a t-value of 4.289 and p-value <0.01, we conclude that the
“pro-Apple” arguments were, on average, receiving
significantly higher ratings than “pro-FBI” arguments.
We conjecture this difference came from the inherent bias
of participants, who tended to rate more highly those
arguments that align with their position.

Figure 4: Histogram of scaled scores of all participants.

Furthermore, we classify the arguments as either
“Consistent” or “Adversarial” with respect to initial bias.
From participants in the pro-Apple and the pro-FBI groups,
“Consistent” arguments received an average rating of 0.523
with a Standard Deviation (SD) of 0.25 and a Standard
Error (SE) of 0.0118, while “Adversarial” arguments
received an average rating of 0.485 with a SD of 0.25 and a
SE of 0.0119. Although the absolute difference was under
5%, with a p-value of 0.022, the Welch two-sample t-test
suggests that the existed a true difference in means,
suggesting a consistency between initial bias and ratings
bias. However, a controlled experiment is warranted to
explore this.
Participant Score

DebateCAFE defines participant score as the minimum of
the two argument scores: min 𝑠! , 𝑠! , i.e., based on the
weaker of the two arguments entered, to reflect a
participant’s ability to articulate adversarial arguments. We
scaled all the scores to 0 to 1 for more intuitive comparison.
From Figure 4, we observe that participant scores followed
a normal distribution, where few participants were
extremely capable or incapable of articulating adversarial
arguments and most participants were mediocre. Among
the top-scoring participants, we confirm they were able to
provide strong adversarial arguments. For example, the two
arguments from a top-scoring participant were:
(Pro-FBI argument) Apple should cooperate because it is a
small price to pay for the increased understanding of this
terrorist act.
(Pro-Apple argument) Apple should not cooperate
because if this gets scaled to all cases, it could seriously
diminish the customers' privacy.
Note the first argument was among the top 3 pro-FBI
arguments and the second argument focused on the
consequence of scaling such action to all cases.
Among the low-scoring participants, the Wilson scores of
their two arguments were highly lopsided. The participant

with the lowest score only provided a pro-Apple argument,
leaving the pro-FBI argument as “Apple should cooperate
because.” Another participant with a low score gave a “proFBI” argument as “Apple should cooperate because public
security?” while providing a well-articulated “pro-Apple”
argument: “Apple should not cooperate because it has paid
such amount of advertisement and technology to increasing
security, so it should not yield all to FBI”.
DISCUSSION

We present a novel deliberation platform, DebateCAFE,
designed to encourage users to review and articulate
adversarial arguments on contentious issues. DebateCAFE
implements collaborative filtering to identify persuasive
arguments and to balance exposure to polarized viewpoints
using uncertainty sampling. By introducing a scoring
system to users, DebateCAFE incentivizes them to
articulate persuasive arguments on both sides of the issue.
We describe an application of DebateCAFE to the Apple
(personal privacy) vs. FBI (national security) issue and
report results. By presenting an equal number of arguments
on both positions using uncertainty sampling, our platform
is successful in motivating participants to view and rate
arguments on opposing positions, mitigating selective
exposure and achieving a more balanced discussion around
the issue. Even though a small sample size did not permit
us to show that DebateCAFE helped participants change
their minds on this particular issue, results suggest that
DebateCAFE can reduce selective exposure bias without
relying on high-cost human moderation.
FUTURE WORK
De-duplication

During the deployment, we found that argument
duplication was a significant problem. Many participants
provided similar arguments with slightly different wording.
For example, among the “pro-Apple” arguments, many
identified the potential that hackers could gain access to all
Apple devices. Duplicate arguments should be consolidated
to optimize the effectiveness and efficiency of participants’
peer-ratings. One possible solution is to introduce a
moderator, who reads and consolidates arguments.
However, when the platform scales, it would be infeasible
for the moderator to view every single argument. An
alternative approach is to identify potentially similar
arguments using Natural Language Processing techniques,
and then enlist participants (in an interface similar to that
used in the Argument Articulation Phase) to de-duplicate or
synthesize those arguments.
Enhancing Value of Persuasiveness

As we mentioned before, the value for being persuasive
varies for different individuals. To further improve the
effectiveness of the persuasive scoring mechanism, we
would like to tie this score back to the design of the
platform. One approach is to introduce a positive
relationship between argument exposure and user
persuasiveness, where arguments provided by more
persuasive users have a higher probability of being shown.

Alternatively, we may completely hide those arguments
provided by users with low persuasive score. Another
approach is to add a public leader board with a list of top
users ranked by their persuasive score.
Measuring Changes in Opinion

When participants rate persuasiveness of arguments, they
might give high ratings to arguments that are logically
coherent but are peripheral to the issue or of marginal
importance. To better measure “persuasiveness” as opposed
to “logical validity,” we will experiment with a slider
indicating the participant’s position on the issue. It will be
available throughout the discussion phase, allowing the
participant to record her/his opinion change after viewing
each argument. The persuasiveness of each argument will
then be captured by the total opinion changes of other
participants.
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